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±65 cm.

Product Information homeFloww ® set

4. electroFloww®:
This is an approximately 15 cm wide stainless steel antenna. This product is
attached to the electricity grid.
5. aquaFloww®:
This is an approximately 20 cm wide stainless steel antenna. This product
is attached to the water supply system.
6. tie-wraps:
The homeFloww® kit consists of 8 tie-wraps, 6 pieces to attach the heating,
electro and aquaFloww® plus 2 extra tie-wraps.

Position of the products
•	Make sure you place the geoFloww® and the bioFloww® in a dry place.
•	Do not expose the geoFloww® and the ®bioFloww to large temperature
changes.

Tip!

To keep the wooden base nourished, rub it with furniture oil.

Operation of the homeFloww ® set
The homeFloww® set has been developed to support and maintain the
natural energy of humans, animals and plants in homes charged with radiation. Floww Health Technology does not fight the existing radiation,
but uses it instead. The radiation is, as it were, transformed, converted.
A Floww®-product consists of a circuit of small electronic components.
Floww Health Technology responds to radiation emitted from one or
more sources of radiation, such as mobile phones, DECT cordless phone,
or UMTS masts.
Floww®-products resonate with the radiation and convert it into natural
body frequencies. Thereby creating a subtle but distinct field that is ‘fed’
by the radiation sources. We call this field a ‘Floww® Field’.

Range of the homeFloww ® set
In principle, the homeFloww® set has a range of at least 1,000 m3. The balanced interaction of the different parts of the set creates a Floww® Field in
all rooms throughout your home/office.

If you have any questions or comments, or if you would like to share
your experiences with other users, please contact Floww International: info@floww.com.
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For large buildings (offices and schools) the more powerful officeFloww®
kit is used. This has a range of at least 3,000 m3.

Contents of the homeFloww ® set
1. bioFloww® (see bottom of wooden base):
Wooden base (pyramid - shaped) with stainless steel antenna of 65 cm.
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2. geoFloww® (see bottom of wooden base):
Wooden base (pyramid - shaped) with stainless steel antenna of 65 cm.
3. heatingFloww®:
This is an approximately 10 cm wide stainless steel antenna with stainless
steel mounting points. This product is attached to the heating network.
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Contact: info@floww.com

More information: www.floww.com/en

Instructions for use of the homeFloww ® set
Installation of the homeFloww® set

1. Place the bioFloww® on the floor of the highest room in your home/office. (See image 1a)
2. Place the geoFloww® on the floor of the lowest room in your home/office. (See image 1a)
3.	Please note: seen from above, the geoFloww® and bioFloww® need to be positioned diagonally opposite one another. To enable optimal mutual reception (interference), the Floww® logo’s on the
wooden base should be facing each other. (See image 1b)
4.	If you live/work in an apartment, the geoFloww® and the bioFloww® should both be placed on the
floor. Again, they need to be diagonally opposite one another, with the Floww® logo’s on the pyramids facing each other. (See image 1b)
5.	Attach the aquaFloww® (See image 2 a, b), the heatingFloww® (See image 3) and the electroFloww®
(See image 4) with the tie-wraps supplied with the set. (See below)
a. aquaFloww®; (See image 2a)
Attach the aquaFloww® to the water supply system:
- on the incoming water supply pipe,
- before the water meter,
- place the Floww® logo visibly in the direction of the water flow,
-	by wrapping a tie-wrap around one of the two stainless steel caps and the water supply pipe.
		 Pull the tie-wrap tight so the aquaFloww® is securely attached to the water supply pipe.
		 Then do the same thing with the second tie-wrap.
Please note: if the incoming water supply pipe leading to the water meter is shorter than the aquaFloww®, then wrap the second tie-wrap around the stainless steel antenna instead of around the cap.
(See image 2b)
b. heatingFloww®; (See image 3)
Attach the heatingFloww® to the central heating system:
- on any radiator,
- on the central heating pipe,
- place the Floww® logo visibly in the direction of the water flow
- under the heating switch,
-	by wrapping a tie-wrap around one of the two stainless steel caps and the central heating pipe. Pull
the tie-wrap tight so the heatingFloww® is securely attached to the central heating pipe.
		 Then do the same thing with the second tie-wrap.
Please note:
If you have an underfloor or hot air heating system: Attach the heatingFloww® to the vent pipe that leads
from the central heating boiler. If you have a gas heater: Attach the heatingFloww® anywhere on the gas pipe.
c. electroFloww®; (See image 4)
Attach the electroFloww® to the electrical system:
- on the incoming electric cable,
- before the electricity meter,
- place the Floww® logo visibly in the direction of the current
-	by wrapping a tie-wrap around one of the two stainless-steel caps and the electric cable.
		 Pull the cable tie tight so the electroFloww® is securely attached to the electric cable.
		 Then do the same thing with the second tie-wrap.

Withdrawal Symptoms

When you have just started using Floww®-products some withdrawal symptoms may occur, such as a
mild headache and/or nausea. This is because the body has already adjusted itself to the electromagnetic radiation of monitors and other radiation sources: a gradual process that does not directly lead
to noticeable symptoms with most people. Remarkably, many people immediately experience positive
changes in terms of feeling ‘less tired’ and ‘more energy’ when they start using Floww®-products. To
counter any withdrawal symptoms, we recommend users to drink sufficient amounts of (mineral) water
during the first two weeks: adults should drink at least 1.5 litres a day, children over 12 years one litre
and children under 12 years half a litre a day. If, despite this, withdrawal symptoms persist (> one week),
our advice is to contact the Floww International.
Important: Floww®-products are not medicines. In case of physical complaints, it is always best to contact the family doctor.

User tips and guarantee

For additional user tips, warranty provisions, the download of the brochure and instructions for use of all Floww®-products, please
see our website: www.floww.com/en.
For optimal quality, we advise you to choose only one system. When Floww Health Technology is used in combination with other
products that offer ‘protection’ against radiation, we cannot guarantee optimal performance. Floww Health Technology has as
starting point: to use existing radiation and transform it into natural body frequencies. Feeling better in a wireless world.

